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1 INTRODUCTION 

  

  
 

 

 

  

   

    
     

      

 

       
   

  
  

   

        
   

   
  

     
   

 

    
 

     

   
   

 
  

  

    
  

  
  

  
 

  
   

   
   

    
   

      
     

     
      

  

1.1 Purpose of Our Representation 

We write to object to the Regulation 16 version of the emerging Burbage Neighbourhood Plan 
on behalf of Barwood Development Securities Ltd. The reason for Barwood’s interest in the 
Neighbourhood Plan is because it controls land off Sketchley Lane and Watling Drive on the 
western side of Burbage (part of Hinckley), which is the subject of a current outline planning 
application. 

Barwood’s site, which is 15.2 hectares in size, is bordered to the north by Sketchley Meadows 
Business Park, Sketchley Grange Hotel and residential development. The site is bounded by 
the A5 to the west, which is screened by a boundary hedgerow, and to the south by a new 
housing development currently being constructed by David Wilson Homes. To the east of the 
site is Troon Way and further residential development. 

The site is located within approximately 2 km of Hinckley railway station, the commercial 
centre of Hinckley and Burbage village centre, and it therefore has good access to a wide 
range of facilities and services. Between them, Hinckley and Burbage have many shops, GP 
surgeries, a library, a post office and multiple leisure facilities including restaurants, pubs and 
cafés. There is a good provision of educational services within the vicinity of the site and the 
employment areas of Sketchley Meadows Business Park and Logix Business Park are located 
immediately north of the site. 

Barwood’s planning application (LPA reference. 19/00947/OUT) seeks permission for a mixed 
employment and residential development.  The application is described as follows on the 
Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council (‘HBBC’) website: 

‘Development comprising of up to 140 dwellings and extension of Sketchley Meadows 
Business Park for up to 30,000 sq m (322,920 sq ft) gross external floor space for 
Class B2 General Industrial/Class B8 Warehousing and Distribution use with 
associated means of access from Watling Drive and Sketchley Lane, associated 
internal estate roads, parking, landscaping, open space and sustainable drainage 
(Outline - including access).’ 

We have various, fundamental concerns regarding the content of the draft Neighbourhood 
Plan, including the following: 

• The Neighbourhood Plan only runs to 2026, which is a very short timeframe, contrary to 
advice in the NPPF and the accompanying PPG that plans should cover a longer period. 

• Whilst the draft Neighbourhood Plan recognises the importance of employment 
opportunities and Policy 20 states that proposals for Use Classes B1, B2 and B8 will be 
viewed favourably (provided that certain conditions are met), the document does not 
contain any allocations for employment uses. 

• Similarly, the document does not contain any housing allocations, nor does it have any 
regard to HBBC’s accepted lack of a five-year supply of housing land. 

• The draft Neighbourhood Plan also has no regard to the agreed (albeit non-statutory) 
Strategic Growth Plan for Leicestershire, or the emerging HBBC Local Plan. 

• We object to Policies 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, which would have the effect of sterilising Barwood’s 
site by covering it with various designations.  Evidence submitted as part of Barwood’s 
current planning application – supplemented by a Technical Note produced by EDP 
which is contained within Appendix A to this representation – demonstrates that there are 
no heritage, environmental or landscape constraints which would preclude development 
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of the site and that draft Policies 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are unsound in the light of national 
guidance. 

We elaborate on our concerns in the remainder of our representation. 

1.2 Barwood’s Planning Application Submission – Summary of Key Points 

Barwood’s current planning application in relation to its Sketchley Lane site is supported by a 
comprehensive suite of documents which confirm the suitability and sustainability of the site 
for the proposed development.  Those documents also identify constraints and appropriate 
mitigation measures where necessary. 

We do not attempt to rehearse the content of the suite of planning application documents 
here.  Nevertheless, at the outset, we do consider it important to highlight the following 
headline points, which are directly relevant to our concerns regarding the content of the draft 
Neighbourhood Plan: 

• The Landscape and Visual Appraisal concludes that the site relates well in landscape and 
visual terms to the existing landscape and the settlement of Burbage; the proposed 
development will be readily assimilated and integrated into the landscape between the A5 
and the existing urban edge; and whilst there will be some minor adverse effects on 
visual amenity, there are also beneficial landscape and biodiversity effects through 
additional planting and reinforcement of existing landscape features. 

• The Archaeology and Heritage Assessment concludes that the site contains no 
designated or non-designated heritage assets and that there will be no adverse impact on 
any nearby designated or non-designated heritage assets. 

• The Ecological Appraisal finds that, subject to recommendations including those related 
to landscaping, new planting and provision for protected species, the development will be 
capable of delivering a net gain in biodiversity and will also be compliant with legislation 
and policy at all levels in relation to nature conservation. 

• The Arboricultural Assessment concludes that the proposal retains all trees and 
hedgerows where possible and that those lost are more than compensated for by new 
planting which has the potential for greater longevity within the landscape and will 
enhance the species diversity at the site, whilst also contributing to green infrastructure 
enhancements. 

• The Agricultural Land Classification concludes that there is no Grade 1 agricultural land 
within the site. Whilst part of the site is classified as ‘Best and Most Versatile’ agricultural 
land, falling within Grades 2 and 3a, the area involved is of a size and nature whereby the 
impact of its loss is relatively limited. 

• The Strategic Growth Plan (‘SGP’) for Leicester and Leicestershire, which was prepared 
by ten partner organisations (including HBBC) and adopted in December 2018, is a non-
statutory plan which is designed to provide a long-term vision for the region and set out 
an agreed strategy for the period up to 2050.  The local authorities involved in developing 
the plan have pledged to deliver the strategy through their local plans. 

• It is clear from the SGP that Hinckley/Burbage is a location where significant housing and 
employment growth is envisaged, particularly in locations close to strategic transport 
corridors such as the A5. Whilst the SGP is a non-statutory plan, it was approved by 
HBBC as recently as December 2018 and represents the most up-to-date planning 
strategy which sets out growth aspirations for the Borough. 
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• The SGP is therefore highly relevant to the preparation of local plans and neighbourhood 
plans, but its content is not properly reflected in the draft Burbage Neighbourhood Plan, 
which we consider to be a fundamental flaw. 

• HBBC acknowledges within its 2018/19 Residential Land Availability Monitoring 
Statement, published in June 2019, that it cannot demonstrate a five-year housing land 
supply.  The report concludes that there is some 4.15 years’ worth of housing land (we 
note here that our assessment of housing land supply, which forms part of Barwood’s 
current planning application submission, concludes that the deliverable housing land 
supply in Hinckley & Bosworth is lower, at only 3.46 years). 

• A planning Inspector recently found that HBBC’s ‘best case’ figure of 4.15 years 
‘…represents a significant shortfall’ and that ‘It was also a matter of agreement between 
the parties [at the related Planning Inquiry] that significant weight should be attributed to a 
shortfall in supply anywhere between the two values put forward.’ It is therefore clear that 
there is an acknowledged, significant shortfall in deliverable housing land supply in 
Hinckley & Bosworth which must be properly planned for. 

• Hinckley/Burbage is identified in the adopted Core Strategy as one of the most 
sustainable parts of the Borough and a ‘sub-regional centre’, where significant new 
housing and employment growth should be concentrated and where there is a wide range 
of services, accessibility can be maximised and modal choice is available. 

• Land at Sketchley House, adjoining Barwood’s site, has been found to be sustainably 
located for housing development in the recent past, despite being outside of the 
settlement boundary. The location of Barwood’s application site is equally sustainable 
and its development will also constitute a logical ‘rounding off’ of Burbage, particularly as 
the site has strong defensible boundaries on all four sides. 

We can see no objective assessment or evidence either within or supporting the draft 
Neighbourhood Plan which is capable of being used to contradict the headline points outlined 
above. 
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2 Assessment in Relation to National 
Requirements for Neighbourhood Plans 

2.1 Introduction 

In this section of our representation, we outline the requirements of national planning policy 
guidance insofar as they relate to the preparation of neighbourhood plans, and we provide our 
related observations. 

2.2 NPPF 

Paragraph 13 of the NPPF states that neighbourhood plans ‘should support the delivery of 
strategic policies contained in local plans or spatial development strategies; and should shape 
and direct development that is outside of these strategic policies.’ 

Paragraph 29 of the NPPF states: ‘Neighbourhood planning gives communities the power to 
develop a shared vision for their area. Neighbourhood plans can shape, direct and help to 
deliver sustainable development, by influencing local planning decisions as part of the 
statutory development plan.’ The same paragraph also advises as follows: ‘Neighbourhood 
plans should not promote less development than set out in the strategic policies for the area, 
or undermine those strategic policies’, and related footnote 16 further advises that: 
‘Neighbourhood plans must be in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in 
any development plan that covers their area.’ 

The draft Neighbourhood Plan purports to be in conformity with the Hinckley & Bosworth Core 
Strategy, and the Hinckley & Bosworth Local Plan Site Allocations and Development 
Management Policies DPD (the ‘SADMP’). It is important to note, however, that the Core 
Strategy was adopted in December 2009, thereby pre-dating the NPPF.  Whilst it therefore 
remains part of the adopted development plan until the successor Local Plan is adopted, its 
content does not reflect the presumption in favour of sustainable development as set out in 
paragraph 11 of the NPPF, which advises that relevant development plan policies should be 
considered out-of-date where the local authority is unable to demonstrate a five-year supply of 
deliverable housing sites, as is the case in Hinckley & Bosworth. 

Thus, the draft Neighbourhood Plan is effectively claiming to be in conformity with an adopted 
development plan, relevant policies of which are out-of-date under the terms of the NPPF.  We 
consider that that to be a perverse situation and one that can only be remedied by additional 
sites being identified which are capable of adequately meeting identifying needs, in the 
successor Local Plan and in neighbourhood plans. 

HBBC is currently in the process of reviewing the Local Plan, and Draft Preferred Options are 
expected to be published in the coming months. The draft Neighbourhood Plan does not have 
due regard to the emerging HBBC Local Plan, or the most up-to-date evidence base, for the 
reasons that we go on to explain below. 

Paragraphs 68 and 69 of the NPPF advise that neighbourhood planning groups should 
consider opportunities for allocating small and medium-sized sites.  Notwithstanding the fact 
that the size threshold for ‘small and medium sites’ is not defined in the NPPF, the draft 
Burbage Neighbourhood Plan does not make any allocations. 

It is wholly inadequate for the Neighbourhood Plan to simply state – as it does at paragraph 
9.3 – that ‘Burbage has already exceeded its minimum housing target and the Plan does not 
allocate any further development sites…’ The draft Neighbourhood Plan fails to recognise the 
acknowledged, significant shortfall in deliverable housing land supply in Hinckley & Bosworth, 
which must be properly planned for both in the emerging Local Plan and in neighbourhood 
plans. 
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The draft Neighbourhood Plan fails to recognise that the Strategic Growth Plan for Leicester 
and Leicestershire identifies Hinckley/Burbage as a location where significant housing and 
employment growth should be directed, particularly in locations close to strategic transport 
corridors such as the A5. 

Furthermore, paragraph 70 of the NPPF advises that where an allowance is to be made for 
windfall sites as part of anticipated supply, there should be ‘compelling evidence that they will 
provide a reliable source of supply. Any allowance should be realistic having regard to the 
strategic housing land availability assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and expected 
future trends.’ The draft Neighbourhood Plan does not seek to quantify the supply from 
windfalls, simply stating (paragraph 13.1) that ‘Windfall sites will come forward on an ad hoc 
basis.’ No reliance can therefore be placed on such sites making a meaningful contribution to 
housing supply in Burbage; there is no ‘compelling evidence’ that windfall sites will provide a 
reliable source of supply in the future. 

2.3 Planning Practice Guidance 

The PPG advises that neighbourhood plans should be ‘aligned with the strategic needs and 
priorities of the wider local area’ (Paragraph: 001 Reference ID: 41-001-20190509). It is 
evident, however, that the draft Neighbourhood Plan does not pay due regard to the strategic 
needs and priorities of the area. As we highlighted above, the document does not recognise 
that Hinckley & Bosworth is unable to deliver sufficient housing, and it makes no attempt to 
allocate sites to meet identified needs. If made, the Neighbourhood Plan would therefore 
perpetuate current under-delivery. Furthermore, the draft Neighbourhood Plan fails to 
recognise the aspirations set out within the Strategic Growth Plan, which will be taken forward 
in local plans. 

The PPG states that neighbourhood planning provides the opportunity for communities to set 
out a positive vision for how they want their community to develop ‘over the next 10, 15, 20 
years in ways that meet identified local need and make sense for local people’ (Paragraph: 
003 Reference ID: 41-003-20190509). In contrast, the draft Burbage Neighbourhood Plan 
only covers the period to 2026. 

The PPG further advises that plans should be prepared positively, in a way that is aspirational 
but deliverable (Paragraph: 005 Reference ID: 41-005-20190509). For the reasons that we 
have outlined above, we believe that the draft Neighbourhood Plan is neither ‘prepared 
positively’ nor ‘aspirational’.  The absence of any allocations is the clearest illustration of that 
position, as is the proposal to include Barwood’s site within restrictive designations which are 
simply not justified by the available evidence. 

The PPG also states that a neighbourhood plan can allocate additional sites to those in a local 
plan (or spatial development strategy) where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate 
need above that identified in the local plan or spatial development strategy (Paragraph: 044 
Reference ID: 41-044-20190509). Again, for the reasons outlined above, the available 
evidence points towards a clear need to identify additional sites in sustainable locations such 
as Barwood’s site at Sketchley Lane, but the draft Neighbourhood Plan makes no attempt to 
do so. 

Furthermore, not only does the document fail to make any allocations – despite all of the 
evidence pointing to a need to identify additional sites to meet growth needs – but it does not 
even attempt to consider the merits of sites such as Barwood’s land at Sketchley Lane, 
despite it being an obvious infill site between the A5 and built development on the other three 
sides, adjacent to employment and residential uses. 

2.4 Summary 

For the reasons outlined above, we believe that the draft Burbage Neighbourhood Plan clearly 
fails to satisfy the requirements set out in the NPPF and the accompanying PPG. 
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3 Key Recent Judgments in Relation to 
Neighbourhood Plans 

We are aware of various, recent court Judgments that relate to the preparation of 
neighbourhood plans and, more specifically, the halting of neighbourhood plans where they 
are flawed and/or are based on an inadequate evidence base.  Those Judgments are lengthy 
and so we do not provide a detailed review of them here, but we nevertheless highlight 
several notable cases, as follows: 

• Stonegate Homes Limited (October 2016).  At the High Court, a claim was made to 
challenge the decision of the defendant to make the Henfield Neighbourhood Plan. The 
claimant was a developer which had been promoting a site known as Sandgate Nursery, 
on the western side of Henfield, for the development of 72 dwellings.  Grounds for appeal 
related to: 

o failure to lawfully assess reasonable alternatives to the spatial strategy as established 
by the Neighbourhood Plan; 

o failure to consider any alternatives to the Built-Up Area Boundary as established in the 
Neighbourhood Plan; and 

o the failure of the defendant and/or the examining inspector to give any or adequate 
reasons as to why the Henfield Neighbourhood Plan met EU obligations. 

The judge quashed the neighbourhood plan after concluding that the document was 
based on an ‘inadequate’ evidence base. 

• Oyston Estates v Fylde Borough Council (July 2019). In a claim for judicial review, the 
appellant, Oyston Estates, challenged the decision of the respondent, Fylde Borough 
Council, to make the St Anne's on the Sea Neighbourhood Development Plan. Oyston 
owned a site at Lytham Moss, which it intended to develop for housing.  Via the 
neighbourhood plan preparation process, Oyston promoted the site for inclusion within 
the settlement boundary, but without success.  The grounds for appeal related to the 
Judge's interpretation of Section 61N of the 1990 Act.  The appeal was dismissed, but 
paragraph 45 of the Judgment states that it is open to a claimant to seek interim relief, 
such as an order restraining the authority from taking further steps in the process before 
the court's decision is given in order to prevent the neighbourhood plan process moving 
to a final conclusion when there are legal flaws infecting earlier stages. 

• LOCHAILORT INVESTMENTS LIMITED v MENDIP DC (October 2019).  At the High 
Court, the applicant, Lochailort Investments Limited, sought an order seeking a 
referendum on the Neighbourhood Plan to be cancelled and that a referendum should not 
be held until the outcome of the application had been decided.  Grounds for appeal 
related to: 

o the requirement that Local Green Spaces should be ‘capable of enduring beyond the 
end of the plan period’; 

o failure to have regard to the national policy that designating land as Local Green 
Space should be consistent with the local planning of sustainable development; and 

o failure to understand the test for designation of Local Green Space. 

The Court granted an injunction preventing a neighbourhood plan referendum given the 
claimant's reasonable prospects of a successful challenge and ‘the cost, disruption and 
uncertainty of proceeding with a referendum’, citing Oyston. 
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If necessary, we may refer to the above cases (and other relevant Judgments and/or appeal 
decisions) in more detail at subsequent stages – for instance, if the decision is taken to 
progress the Burbage Neighbourhood Plan without remedying the significant flaws that we 
have highlighted in our representation. 
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4 Other Observations 

  

  
 

 

 

  

  

   
    

  

    
   

      
 

    
  

  

    
  

    
  

      
     

    
 

  

      
   

    
  

  
  

 

     
 

 

  

      
  

 
 

  
      

   
  

 
   

   

4.1 Introduction 

In this section of our representation, we provide our additional observations in relation to the 
content of the draft Neighbourhood Plan that are not already covered in earlier sections. 

4.2 Out-dated References to the NPPF 

In earlier sections, we have highlighted our fundamental concerns regarding the absence of 
allocations in the draft Neighbourhood Plan and the lack of due regard to HBBC’s accepted 
shortfall in housing land supply, or to the Strategic Growth Plan for Leicestershire and the 
emerging HBBC Local Plan. 

We additionally note here that the draft Neighbourhood Plan refers, throughout, to ‘the NPPF 
(2018)’, rather than the February 2019 version of the document. 

4.3 Out-dated Plans 

The various plans within the draft Neighbourhood Plan document are out-of-date in that they 
do not show the David Wilson Homes development to the west of Wellbeck Avenue, to the 
immediate east of Barwood’s site. Whilst we acknowledge that the plans could be updated to 
be more accurate before the Neighbourhood Plan is progressed further, it is disappointing that 
the David Wilson Homes scheme is not yet reflected in the document. When that scheme is 
taken into account, it is clear that Barwood’s site is an even more logical infill site than is 
shown on the plan, being bordered on three sides by built development and by the A5 to the 
south. 

4.4 Timeframe of the Neighbourhood Plan 

Paragraph 1.3 of the draft Neighbourhood Plan states: ‘This is our Neighbourhood Plan (the 
Plan) for the next 10 years.’ Whilst the Neighbourhood Plan ostensibly covers the 2015-2026 
period, however, that is a technicality because the current version of the document has not yet 
been submitted or examined. Allowing for that process to unwind, the earliest the document 
could be adopted (‘made’) is 2020, although it could conceivably slip into 2021, particularly in 
the light of the significant flaws we have highlighted in this representation which we believe 
should be addressed in order for the document to be capable of satisfying the relevant tests. 

The draft Neighbourhood Plan only runs to 2026, which is a very short timeframe from 
2020/2021, contrary to advice in the NPPF and the PPG that plans should cover a longer 
period. 

4.5 Housing Land Supply 

Paragraph 4.3 of the draft Neighbourhood Plan recognises that ‘we are obliged to work within 
the broad housing requirements specified by Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council’.  Despite 
that statement, however, the document fails to recognise HBBC’s accepted lack of a five-year 
supply of housing land, the same conclusion that was reached by an Inspector following a 
recent planning appeal.  Furthermore, the draft Neighbourhood Plan fails to recognise the 
updated dwelling targets that have recently been identified for Hinckley & Bosworth. 

The adopted Core Strategy (2009) specifies an annual housing requirement of 450 dwellings 
per annum (‘dpa’) for Hinckley and Bosworth.  The Leicestershire Housing and Economic 
Development Needs Assessment (‘HEDNA’, published in January 2017), specifies the 
objectively assessed need as 471 dpa from 2011 to 2031. Up until the publication of the 
2018/19 Residential Land Availability Monitoring Statement (‘RLAMS’, published in June 
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2019), HBBC used the HEDNA figure to determine housing land supply between 2011 and 
2031 and sought to defend this need figure in recent planning appeals. 

The RLAMS updates the position as a result of the recent changes to the NPPF (2019) which, 
at paragraph 60, states: 

‘To determine the minimum number of homes needed, strategic policies should be 
informed by a local housing needs assessment, conducted using the standard method 
in national planning guidance – unless exceptional circumstances justify an alternative 
approach which also reflects current and future demographic trends and market 
signals. In addition to the local housing need figure, any needs that cannot be met 
within neighbouring areas should also be taken into account in establishing the 
amount of housing to be planned for.’ 

HBBC acknowledges that the housing requirement figure of 450 dpa set out in the Core 
Strategy of 2009 is out-of-date and therefore the local housing need should be based on the 
Government’s Standard Method. Based on the Standard Method as detailed in the PPG, 
HBBC calculates the minimum housing need figure for HBBC as 457 dpa. We have reviewed 
this figure and calculated the local housing need using the Standard Method ourselves and do 
not contest the minimum housing need figure of 457 dpa. 

The draft Neighbourhood Plan does not refer to the updated housing need figure of 457 dpa. 
Notwithstanding that flaw, HBBC acknowledges that it is not currently possible to demonstrate 
a five-year supply when measured against the target of 450 dpa. 

It is therefore clear that the emerging Local Plan, and any neighbourhood plans, should make 
adequate provision to meet identified growth needs.  The draft Burbage Neighbourhood Plan 
does not attempt to do that or even engage with the debate in any meaningful way, which in 
our assessment represents a fundamental procedural flaw. 

4.6 Business Development 

The draft Neighbourhood Plan contains positive language in relation to the importance of 
providing employment opportunities for local people, for instance at paragraph 41.9. Policy 20 
(‘Business and Retail’) also expressly encourages proposals for suitable B1a-c business 
development. 

Despite the positive rhetoric, however, the document does not make any allocations.  The 
draft Neighbourhood Plan is therefore wholly reliant on small-scale, ad hoc developments, 
thereby failing to recognise the inherently sustainable location of Hinckley/Burbage, in contrast 
to the recent findings of an appeal Inspector and the Strategic Growth Plan for Leicestershire. 

4.7 Draft Policies 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 

Barwood has commissioned a review Policies 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 by the Environmental 
Dimension Partnership (‘EDP’). EDP’s resultant Technical Note is provided in full within 
Appendix A to this representation, and the headline conclusions are summarised below for 
ease of reference. 

Policy 5 (‘Local Heritage Assets’) 

EDP’s Technical Note explains that the draft Neighbourhood Plan is at odds with the guidance 
within the NPPF and is not robust, for reasons including the following: 

• the document erroneously states that there is a ‘need’ for local heritage assets to be 
‘preserved and enhanced’; 
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• lack of clarity on how local heritage assets have been identified, which makes it very 
difficult to determine whether non-designated heritage assets have been ‘based on sound 
evidence’; and 

• absence of wording within Policy 5 which directs applications for proposals that would 
result in harm to local heritage assets to be subject to a ‘balanced judgement’. 

Ridge and Furrow Fields 

EDP’s Technical Note provides reasons which demonstrate that draft Policy 8 (‘Ridge and 
Furrow Fields’) is also not justified.  For instance: 

• Given that the draft Neighbourhood Plan is clear that ridge and furrow is only of local 
importance and should be treated as a non-designated heritage asset, any harm to ridge 
and furrow fields would require a balanced judgement taking into account their level of 
significance and the level of harm (as per Policy 5); 

• the wording of the policy does not tally with the evidence base; 

• the 2015 survey referred to in the draft Neighbourhood Plan lists 12 sites and confirms 
ridge and furrow on just three of them; 

• the term ‘relatively well-preserved’ is not defined and, for specific sites, contradicts the 
wording within the 2015 survey; and 

• a quote from an English Heritage document is selective and taken out of context. 

Protection of Local Green Spaces, Other Important Green Spaces and Biodiversity 

EDP’s Technical Note also highlights significant concerns in relation to Policy 6 (‘Protection of 
Local Green Spaces’), 7 (‘Protection of Other Important Green Spaces’) and 9 (‘Biodiversity’), 
which include the following: 

• Barwood’s Sketchley Lane site is partially covered by two ‘other sites of ecological, 
historical or community significance’ and ‘biodiversity enhancement green corridor’ 
designations with associated protection provided by draft Policies 6-9, whereas EDP’s 
extensive suite of surveys of the site demonstrate that those designations are not 
justified; 

• grassland and ridge and furrow within the ‘other sites of ecological, historical or 
community significance’ designation is of very low ecological value, with no notable 
species interests; 

• some isolated and eroded areas of ridge and furrow are considered by EDP to be of 
negligible historical value due to their poor survival and lack of context; 

• EDP’s evidence base does not suggest that these fields hold any ecological or historical 
significance; and 

• the proposed green corridor connects the two aforementioned environmental sites, which 
EDP concludes have no ecological value. 

4.8 Transport and Access 

There is no specific mention of Sketchley Lane, nor the roads leading to Rugby Road from 
Barwood’s site, in Section 42 of the draft Neighbourhood Plan. The only relevant transport 
extracts form the Neighbourhood Plan are: 
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• ‘Significant congestion along all three ‘B’ class roads in the parish’ [east of Rugby Road], 
and ‘the impact of further housing development on an already stretched transport 
network’ (both within Table 7: Highlighted issues following Open Event). 

• ‘The existing traffic issues will be exacerbated as the stock of new homes is increased 
across the Borough to meet the Core Strategy target’ (within paragraph 42.14). 

• ‘Through community consultation, the community identified a need for improvements in 
public transport provision, particularly the bus service’ (paragraph 42.15). 

• ‘Ensure that any new housing development will show how they have considered the need 
for safe, direct access to public transport’ (Action ‘d’ within the Community Action 8: 
Transport and traffic management). 

In response, we note that Leicestershire County Council has referred in meetings with us that 
it has planned improvements which will improve transport capacity along the Rugby Road 
corridor. Reference to existing housing numbers exacerbating traffic issues leads to a 
negative policy and as such is not in keeping with our understanding of the NPPF. 
Furthermore, paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that: ‘Development should only be prevented 
or refused on highways grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, 
or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe. The assessments 
commissioned by Barwood and submitted as part of its current planning application 
demonstrate that the impact of the proposed development on the existing road network is not 
severe. 

From the Sketchley Lane site access, local bus stops are at either 190m (for northbound 
services) or 455m (southbound services – and passengers on the southbound route can alight 
at the Sketchley Manor Lane stop to reduce the walking distance to the site to 190m). This 
offers a safe and convenient access to bus services which will increase bus patronage and 
revenue to support the services. 

Accordingly, we believe that the subjective comments within Section 42 of the draft 
Neighbourhood Plan are clearly outweighed by the evidence that has been commissioned by 
Barwood, which establishes that there are no transport/highways grounds upon which to resist 
employment and residential development at its Sketchley Lane site. 
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For all of the detailed reasons described in this representation, we conclude that the inclusion 
in the draft Burbage Neighbourhood Plan of Barwood’s Sketchley Lane site within various 
ecological, landscape and heritage designations is inappropriate and not supported by the 
available evidence. Furthermore, the current version of the document fails to adequately 
provide for relevant housing and employment needs in that it does not make any allocations, 
despite HBBC’s acceptance that it cannot demonstrate a five-year supply of housing and the 
acknowledged sustainability of the Hinckley/Burbage area. 

Accordingly, the draft Neighbourhood Plan: 

• fails to have due regard to national policy in the NPPF and related guidance in the PPG; 

• purports to conform with the development plan, relevant policies of which are out-of-date 
under the terms of the NPPF – we consider that that to be a perverse situation and one 
that can only be remedied by additional sites being identified which are capable of 
adequately meeting identifying needs, in the successor Local Plan and in neighbourhood 
plans; and 

• fails to plan positively and to incorporate sufficient flexibility to respond to housing and 
employment needs and thereby contribute to achieving sustainable development. 

The document therefore fails to meet at least three of the basic conditions required for a 
neighbourhood plan, as set out in paragraph 8 (2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990, as applied by section 38A of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004. In addition, whilst not part of the adopted development plan, the draft Neighbourhood 
Plan also fails to conform with the Strategic Growth Plan for Leicestershire or properly reflect 
the up-to-date evidence base which informed that document as well as the emerging Hinckley 
& Bosworth Local Plan. 

We therefore object to the draft Neighbourhood Plan and propose that, to meet the basic 
conditions required, Barwood’s Sketchley Lane site should be included in the document as an 
allocation for residential and B Class employment development in order to help meet identified 
growth needs in a location that is acknowledged to be sustainable. 

We also request the opportunity to take part in any hearing sessions held as part of the 
examination of the Neighbourhood Plan, in order to answer any questions the examiner may 
have in respect of our objections. 
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Appendix A TECHNICAL NOTE IN RELATION TO 
DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 
POLICIES 5, 6, 7, 8 AND 9 – EDP, 

OCTOBER 2019 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The following note contains representations pertaining to the draft Burbage Neighbourhood 

Plan: Submission Plan (hereafter referred to as ‘the NP’). Specifically, it relates to Policies 5, 6, 

7, 8 and 9, and their related pre-amble. 

2. Policy 5: Local Heritage Assets 

2.1 The wording of Policy 5 is as follows: 

“The effect of a proposal on the significance of local heritage assets, as per HBBC’s Site 

Allocations and Development Management Policies Development Plan Policies (DPD): Policy 

DM12 (July 2016), will be taken considered when determining an application in order to 

minimise the conflict between the heritage assets’ conservation and any aspect of the proposal. 

Development proposals that conserve or enhance a local heritage asset will be supported.” 

2.2 The Policy is silent on the procedure in instances where development cannot ‘conserve or

enhance’ a local heritage asset (confirmed as ‘non-designated heritage assets’ in 

paragraph 24.6 of the NP). Whilst it is agreed that the potential for a development to impact 

upon non-designated heritage assets is a material consideration in the planning process under 

paragraph 197 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF; as discussed further below), 

the NP is at odds with the NPPF by stating that there is a ‘need’ for these assets to be ‘preserved 

and enhanced’. 

2.3 The guiding principle of the NPPF, in terms of the historic environment, is summarised in

paragraph 184: 

“Heritage assets range from sites and buildings of local historic value to those of the highest 

significance, such as World Heritage Sites which are internationally recognised to be of 

Outstanding Universal Value61. These assets are an irreplaceable resource, and should be 

conserved in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their 

contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations”. 

2.4 Therefore, it is clear that the level to which heritage assets are conserved is dependent on their

level of significance, and – in the case of ‘non-designated’ heritage assets – to be approached 

in a very different way to ‘designated’ heritage assets. 

edp4824_r013b_WG_cl_ER_241019 
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2.5 Indeed, the differentiation between designated and non-designated heritage assets is a theme

carried through Section 16 of the NPPF, whereby (i) there is “great weight” afforded to the 

presumption in favour of preserving the significance of a designated heritage asset, but no such 

presumption in terms of a non-designated heritage assets; (ii) a requirement for “clear and 

convincing justification” for any harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, but no 

such requirement for non-designated heritage assets; and (iii) paragraph 197, which specifically 

addresses the procedure for considering planning applications that would result in harm to the 

significance of non-designated heritage assets, requires that a “balanced judgement” is needed, 

taking account of the level of significance of the asset and the level of harm. Furthermore, harm 

to the significance of a non-designated heritage asset is not one of the exceptions listed in 

footnote 6, which would preclude the presumption in favour of sustainable development 

(paragraph 11). 

2.6 As such, if a development would lead to harm to the significance of a non-designated heritage

asset, and if a balanced judgement has been made (taking account of the asset’s level of 

significance and the level of harm, in-line with paragraph 197), and that balance finds in favour 

of the development, there is no requirement under the NPPF to preserve the non-designated 

heritage asset. 

2.7 In terms of the ‘local heritage assets’ Policy 5 applies to, paragraph 24.6 of the NP states that:

“… there are a wide range of other buildings and structures considered to be locally important 

to Burbage’s heritage that also need to be preserved and enhanced. These local heritage assets 

do not have statutory protection and are referred to as ‘non-designated’, however the effect of 

a development proposal on the significance of a local heritage asset should be taken into 

account”. 

2.8 However, there is a lack of clarity on how such local heritage assets have been identified. In this

regard, it is worth highlighting the advice provided by Planning Practice Guidance 

(PPG; paragraph: 040 Reference ID: 18a-040-20190723), which states: 

“There are a number of processes through which non-designated heritage assets may be 

identified, including the local and neighbourhood plan-making processes and conservation area 

appraisals and reviews. Irrespective of how they are identified, it is important that the decisions 

to identify them as non-designated heritage assets are based on sound evidence”. 

2.9 Whilst the NP provides a plan and table of ‘local heritage assets’, it is still unclear that those

‘assets’ are identified “based on sound evidence”. The appendix related to this issue 

(Appendix 12) is the Borough Council criteria for identifying such assets, but there is no 

explanation of how the criteria has been applied to the individual ‘assets’, and whether this has 

been done so correctly/robustly. 

2.10 In summary, it is identified that the Policy 5 and its supporting pre-amble fails to be robust in

two aspects: 

edp4824_r013b_WG_cl__ER_241019 
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1. Lack of evidence on how ‘local heritage assets’ have been selected on a sound evidence

base; and 

2. Wording of Policy 5 is unsound, as it fails to provide for the ‘balanced judgement’ required

in NPPF where applications are for proposals that would result in harm to non-designated 

heritage assets. 

3. Policy 8: Ridge and Furrow Fields 

3.1 The draft Policy 8 states that “Developments should not result in harm to surviving areas of

ridge and furrow fields as identified on Figure 7, page 34”. 

3.2 Therefore, the requirement is only that development “should not [EDP emphasis] result in harm

to surviving ridge and furrow fields”, but is silent on what would happen if development cannot 

avoid harm to surviving ridge and furrow. The NPPF does not provide specific guidance on how 

ridge and furrow should be treated, but rather provides guidance on heritage assets, particularly 

their treatment in the planning system dependant on whether they are ‘designated’ or ‘non-

designated’. 

3.3 Whilst it is unclear from the NP whether (and, if so, how) the ridge and furrow is identified as a

heritage asset in NPPF terms, it is clear from paragraph 28.4 of the NP that it is considered to 

be of local value only, which is understood to be therefore no more than a non-designated 

heritage asset. 

3.4 As per Policy 5, where ridge and furrow are identified as non-designated heritage assets

(requiring that such identification is based on clear evidence, as stated in PPG), any harm to 

them would require a balanced judgement taking into account: (1) their level of significance; 

and (2) the level of harm. 

3.5 Where ridge and furrow is not identified as a non-designated heritage asset (and assuming they

are not included as part of a designated heritage asset), the NPPF does not identify them as a 

planning consideration in terms of heritage. 

3.6 In terms of the evidential basis for this policy, the fields on Figure 7 appear to have been

identified through a survey in 2015 (Appendix 13), although the author of that work is unclear. 

This survey is mentioned in paragraph 25.12, which refers to ridge and furrow and states that 

“The 2015 survey confirmed that there are now 13 relatively well-preserved examples of this 

feature that once covered most of the open land in the Parish.” 

3.7 However, the results of the 2015 survey list only 12 (not 13) sites and confirms ridge and furrow 
on just 3 of them, with the other areas not accessible and therefore not confirmed (apart from 

one site, which was removed by residential development). As such, the wording of paragraph 

25.12 does not accord with the evidence base of the NP and raises a question mark over the 

accuracy of Figure 7. In addition, the definition of ‘relatively well-preserved’ is not clear, 

edp4824_r013b_WG_cl__ER_241019 
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particularly as some of the ridge and furrow in Appendix 13 is described as ‘small’, ‘faint’ or 

‘patchy’. 

3.8 Otherwise, in this section paragraph 28.3 of the NP states:

“In English legislation, except for a few that are classed as Scheduled Monuments, ridge and 

furrow fields are not protected, despite recognition that “…as the open field system was once 

commonplace in NW Europe, these [surviving] sites take on an international importance” 

(English Heritage 2012) (see Appendix 15)”. 

3.9 This quote from an English Heritage document is selective and, as explained below, is taken out

of context. In addition, the quote does not derive from the English Heritage document included 

as Appendix 15 (Turning the Plough Update Assessment (2012), but rather is taken from a 

project brief produced by English Heritage that preceded it. 

3.10 The English Heritage assessment, as detailed in the project brief, was designed to identify

examples of townships/parishes with ridge and furrow survival where “the remains still offered 

some explanation for the economic model of a medieval settlement”. After initially reviewing 

1,600 townships/parishes, a total of 43 were selected, “which represented the very best in the 

region in terms of survival, historical interest and association with contemporary monument 

types”. 

3.11 In relation to these 43 townships/parishes, which did not include Burbage, English Heritage

stated in the brief that “it could be argued [EDP emphasis] that as the open field system was 

once commonplace in NW Europe, these sites take on an international importance”. As such, in 

this quote English Heritage are clearly not making a blanket statement regarding the value of all 

surviving ridge and furrow in the region or country, but rather the 43 identified instances which 

represent “the very best in the region”, and (again) do not include Burbage. 

3.12 In summary, it is identified that the Policy 8 and its supporting pre-amble fails to be robust in

three aspects: 

1. Wording of Policy 8 is unsound, as it fails to provide for the ‘balanced judgement’ required

in NPPF where applications are for proposals that would result in harm to non-designated 

heritage assets (where ridge and furrow are identified as non-designated heritage assets); 

2. Paragraph 25.12 and Figure 7 are unsound as they do not reflect the findings of the 2015

survey. The planning application process, and the evidence base provided for individual 

applications, would adequately identify areas of ridge and furrow for consideration, rather 

than relying on the 2015 survey; and 

3. The inaccurate English Heritage quote included in paragraph 28.3 should be omitted.

edp4824_r013b_WG_cl__ER_241019 
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4. Policies 6, 7 and 9: Protection of Local Green Spaces, Other Important Green Spaces and 

Biodiversity 

4.1 The NP identifies the Sketchley Lane site to be partially covered by two ‘other sites of ecological,

historical or community significance’ and a ‘biodiversity enhancement green corridor’ with 

associated protection proposed under Policies 6-9. EDP has completed an extensive suite of 

desk and field-based ecology and archaeological and heritage investigations of the site in 2018 

and therefore has a sound evidence base from which to comment on the appropriateness of 

identifying these potential environmental assets, as summarised below. 

4.2 The ‘other sites of ecological, historical or community significance’ lie adjacent to Sketchley Old

Village farm and are labelled on Figure 7 - Environmental Proposals as 07 and 08. These sites 

are identified in Appendix 13 of the NP as having grassland and ridge and furrow interests. A 

habitat survey of these fields identified the grassland to be of very low ecological value, 

comprising of agriculturally improved species-poor grassland grazed by horses and cattle with 

no notable species interests. From a historical perspective, site walkover surveys identified some 

isolated and eroded areas of ridge and furrow, which were considered to be of negligible 

ecological value due to their poor survival and lack of context. EDPs evidence base therefore 

does not suggest these fields hold any significant ecological or historical value and as such, their 

identification as environmental sites in the NP is considered to be unfounded. 

4.3 The green corridor identified in Figure 7 - Environmental Proposals identifies the western and

central sections of the Skethchley Lane site as a Proposed Green Corridor. It appears that the 

identification of this green corridor is, in part, to link with the environmental sites 07 and 08, 

which it has been established have no significant ecological value. The core habitat present 

within the green corridor also comprises of improved grassland grazed by cattle and horses with 

very limited species diversity. This habitat is therefore also considered to be of very low 

ecological value. While higher value hedgerow, tree and ditch habitats are present in association 

with the field boundaries, including a species-rich hedgerow with trees which has been identified 

as a Potential Local Wildlife Site, EDP’s surveys identified these boundary features to only be of 

Local ecolgoical value with limited protected species interests (principally common and 

widespread species of birds and bats). The hedgerows do not currently connect with the north 

of the site, with only improved grassland linking this identified corridor. The width and quantum 

of green corridor identified is therefore, considered to be disproportionate to the ecological 

interests or linkages it potentially provides across the local landscape. It is considered that 

development of the Sketchley Lane site could facilitate and secure improved green links around 

or through the site in a more pragmatic fashion without the NP sterilising large areas of suitable 

development land of low ecological value through the allocation of the Proposed Green Corridor. 

5. Conclusion 

5.1 This note identifies that Policies 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the NP are unsound in light of national

guidance. 
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5.2 With regard to Policies 5 and 8, they do not allow for the ‘balanced judgement’ required by NPPF

in instances where development would result in harm to non-designated heritage assets. The 

evidence for these policies is also unclear or inaccurately represented. 

5.3 In relation to ecological designations, it is proposed that the identified designations within

Policies 6, 7 and 9, which cross the site, should be subject to review. The habitats and species 

identified are already afforded a level of legislative and policy protection at a borough and 

national level. Designating such wide areas, including a high proportion of low value habitats, 

therefore seems disproportionate. It is recommended that the boundary is either redrawn or 

disregarded, with existing legislation and policy relied upon to protect notable ecological 

interests. 
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